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Abstract—Lean concept has existed since the late 1970s. From right off the bat, numerous organizations in industrialized nations 

connected lean concept more viably than others. Fruitful Lean execution is regularly ascribed to authoritative culture. Current 

Transformer consist of copper winding coil and casing of different material. It will all done in Sequence include manual and 

automatic procedure. Lean manufacturing consist of several tools Like 5s, VSM (value stream mapping), KAIZEN and 

KANBAN. Which can be beneficial at different Stages of manufacturing.  If the set up arrangements in the company are not 

proper it will lean to the unnecessary movement and loss of time it will directly affect the throughput time of product. 

Identification of value added and non-value added activities are also very important. Because of such kind of factors different 

lean tools like VSM, KAIZEN, 5S were used for reduction of throughput time.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

      In ELMEX controls PVT. LTD three types of current 

transformers manufactured. 

1) Plastic current transformer 

2) Resin cast current transformer 

3) Melamine current transformer 

 The delivery performance of plastic current transformer 

compare to melamine current transformer and resin cast current 

transformer is much low. There are lots of non-value added 

activities observed during the manufacturing of current 

transformer those are effect the throughput time of plastic 

current transformer. So by eliminating that non-value added 

activities by applying different lean tools which should increase 

the delivery performance of plastic current transformer. 

    This literature review has been done to understand 

application and effectiveness of VSM and 5s methodology in 

manufacturing and maintenance fields in order to apply them 

for improvement of throughput time reduction. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Cristina Veres (Harea) et al. [1] directed examinations on the 

speculation H1 was demonstrated: the connection demonstrate 

a positive connection between 5S Level and Productivity in a 

car link creation plant, and the objectives characterized toward 

the start has been satisfied. This implies executing and keeping 

up 5S strategy and principles in the organization prompts 

improved exhibitions. 

    Parthasarathy Garre et al. [2] directed investigations in work 

steps were taken to improve the profitability of the weight 

vessel fabricating unit by making a superior sorted out 

framework by actualizing 5s which decreased the movements 

and pauses and furthermore gave a superior workplace. Dead 

stock acceleration was likewise executed as a piece of 5s to 

evacuate the piece and other pointless crude materials .An extra 

laborer was utilized at the full welding station to play out the 

pre weld employments, to diminish the superfluous pausing. 

Every one of the squanders were distinguished and arranged by 

the lean approach and proper apparatuses were utilized to 

dispose of them. The format reconfiguration diminished the 

vehicle time and advanced the nonstop stream. The summed up 

apparatus was supplanted by a secluded installation which 

decreased the time spent on ordering and bracing. Work gauges 

were characterized to improve the productivity of the 

assembling procedure by making a standard working technique. 

     Islam Mohammad Hasibul et al. [3] directed examinations 

demonstrated that, there is a degree to actualize lean procedures 

in disassembling organizations to improve their operational 

procedure through recognizing and wipe out squanders. The 

VSM featured that the process duration of the dismantling 

activity was high contrasted with different tasks. Utilizing task 

investigation, it was discovered that the dismantling activity 

includes pointless development. An endeavor was made to 

decrease this loss by applying kaizen on the work environment 

plan which would result better stream and build yield. 

Consequently, this organizations can be profited by actualizing 

a few lean apparatuses, for example, Kaizen, 5S, Kaizen Event, 

institutionalized work to decrease squanders required with the 
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